For more information about this parts please refer to:

www.analog.com/adp150  Ultralow Noise, 150 mA CMOS Linear Regulator
www.analog.com/adau1761  SigmaDSP Stereo, Low Power, 96 kHz, 24-Bit Audio Codec with Integrated PLL
For more information about this parts please refer to:

www.analog.com/AD8195  (HDMI/DVI Buffer with Equalization)
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The image appears to be a page from a technical document or schematic, containing diagrams and labels for various electronic components and connections. The page includes annotations and symbols typical of electronic schematics, detailing component placements and wiring diagrams. The text is not legible due to the nature of the image.
The image contains a schematic diagram of an electronic circuit. The diagram includes various components such as resistors (R), capacitors (C), inductors (L), and diodes (D). The connections are marked with labels indicating the type of component and their connections to other components. The diagram also shows layers labeled with letters (A, B, C, D) and pathways labeled with numbers (VCC1V0, VCC1V1, VCC1V2, VCC1V3).
For more information about this parts please refer to:

www.analog.com/adp5052

5-Channel Integrated Power Solution with Quad Buck Regulators and 200 mA LDO Regulator